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It's the night before Katie's wedding - and all four O'Conner brothers want the bride-to-be all to themselves.It's the night before Katie's wedding - and all four O'Conner brothers want the bride-to-be all to themselves.

Rowdy. Raunchy. Ready for anything.

The O'Conner boys were my friends.

We grew up next-door to each other.

Camping trips were always fun.

They kept me warm by the fire.

And we drank and cursed all night.

But we never crossed the line.

Because they were my brother's best friends.

And, I was the younger forbidden fruit. 

Now I'm back in town for my wedding. 

And something is different.

Maybe it's the way their eyes examine my body.

And linger at my every curve.

I must be imagining it, right? 
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How can all four millionaire brothers want me? 

Then, the craziest thing happens... 

I call off my wedding.

Turns out my ex-fiancé is a cheating douche-bag. 

Good thing I have four hot men to keep my spirits up. 

And this time nothing's stopping them from living out their fantasies of me. 

Will this be the most unforgettable time ever? Will this be the most unforgettable time ever? 

Or, will we break a lifetime of friendships over a few wild nights of passion?Or, will we break a lifetime of friendships over a few wild nights of passion?

80,000+ words in this full-length standalone brother's best friends reverse harem romance. Bonus content included80,000+ words in this full-length standalone brother's best friends reverse harem romance. Bonus content included

after the main story, including an exclusive 50,000+ word reverse harem: Step Daddy Desires. Grab your copy today.after the main story, including an exclusive 50,000+ word reverse harem: Step Daddy Desires. Grab your copy today.
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